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ABSTRACT 

Quantification of biomechanical tolerance is necessary for injury prediction and protection of vehicular 
occupants. This study experimentally quantified lumbar spine axial tolerance during accelerative 
environments simulating a variety of military and civilian scenarios. Intact human lumbar spines (T12-
L5) were dynamically loaded using a custom-built drop tower. Twenty-three specimens were tested at 
sub‐failure and failure levels consisting of peak axial forces between 2.6 and 7.9 kN and corresponding 
peak accelerations between 7 and 57 g. Military aircraft ejection and helicopter crashes fall within 
these high axial acceleration ranges. Testing was stopped following injury detection. Both peak force 
and acceleration were significant (p < 0.0001) injury predictors. Injury probability curves using 
parametric survival analysis were created for peak acceleration and peak force. Fifty-percent 
probability of injury (95%CI) for force and acceleration were 4.5 (3.9–5.2 kN), and 16 (13–19 g). A 
majority of injuries affected the L1 spinal level. Peak axial forces and accelerations were greater for 
specimens that sustained multiple injuries or injuries at L2–L5 spinal levels. In general, force-based 
tolerance was consistent with previous shorter-segment lumbar spine testing (3–5 vertebrae), 
although studies incorporating isolated vertebral bodies reported higher tolerance attributable to a 
different injury mechanism involving structural failure of the cortical shell. This study identified novel 
outcomes with regard to injury patterns, wherein more violent exposures produced more injuries in 
the caudal lumbar spine. This caudal migration was likely attributable to increased injury tolerance at 
lower lumbar spinal levels and a faster inertial mass recruitment process for high rate load application. 
Published 2017. This article is a U.S. Government work and is in the public domain in the USA.  
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Lumbar spine fractures occur in military environments.1, 2 falls,3 and vehicle crashes.4, 5 Each scenario 
involves pelvis acceleration/deceleration contributing to compressive loads as forces transmitted 
through the pelvis compress the lumbar spine against the torso mass. Spinal motions lead to tissue 
deformation and injury occurs when local deformations exceed injury tolerance.6-9 Non-physiologic 
compressive loads on the lumbar spine can injure vertebral bodies,10-13 endplates,12, 14 intervertebral 
discs,15, 16 and posterior elements depending on segmental/spinal orientation14, 17 and loading rate.12, 13 

Bony fractures can be acutely devastating, with immediate instability and possible fragmentation that 
can interact with neural tissues, producing significant neurological consequences.  

Characteristics of lumbar spine injuries are modulated by the loading environment, including 
acceleration, applied force vector, and spinal alignment. While the science of injury biomechanics has 
defined specific mechanisms for different injury types (i.e., burst vs. compression vs. chance),8 factors 
influencing the pattern of spinal injuries, including the number and location, have not been well 
defined. An example of loading conditions affecting injury outcome lies in the disparity of injury 
patterns between military and civilian environments.18, 19 The distribution of lumbar spine injuries in 
modern soldiers demonstrated nearly 60% of thoraco–umbar fractures (T12-L5) affected the lower 
lumbar spine. However, lower spine injuries account for only 1% of spinal injuries in civilians.2 Other 
studies supported this by demonstrating 53% of 266 spinal fractures attributed to underbody blast 
affected T12-L5 levels.20 Caudal injury migration may be attributable to severe loading conditions in 
military personnel during aircraft ejections, helicopter crashes, or underbody blasts.21 Vertical 
accelerations of 18 g with 250 g/s were established as the upper limit during the catapult phase of 
aviator seat egress in the Advanced Concept Ejection Seat (ACES). Helicopter crashes can be even more 
severe, although crash dynamics are complex with loading dependent upon altitude, airspeed, impact 
topography, seating type, and vehicle orientation.22 Dynamics of underbody blast, studied to a lesser 
degree, may produce floor accelerations of 100–300 g over a 2.5 ms rise.23, 24 Injury risk quantification 
using extrinsic parameters (e.g., acceleration) can assist in development of protection systems to 
attenuate/mitigate risks during occupant exposure.  

If injury onset and pattern are influenced by loading characteristics, then those conditions can be used 
to predict injury onset and type. The Dynamic Response Index (DRI), used to quantify lumbar spine 
injury risk during vertical accelerations,25 describes injury probability in terms of maximum spinal 
compression.25, 26 However, DRI does not account for occupant age and sex, which can influence injury 
biomechanics,27-29 and does not incorporate axial force or acceleration. Peak force is a common 
intrinsic metric for prediction of spinal injury under axial loads that is sensitive to occupant and 
environmental factors.11-13, 27, 30 Additionally, clinical studies imply a role of acceleration in modulating 
injury patterns during vertical acceleration.  

Considerable experimental effort was dedicated toward understanding lumbar spine injury tolerance 
and fracture mechanisms. However, most studies used isolated vertebrae,12, 13, 31 short-segment 
models,32, 33 or experiments that did not replicate the acceleration-induced mechanism of traumatic 
fractures in the field.34, 35 Isolated vertebral body studies do not incorporate interaction of bony and 
soft tissues. Short segment models more effectively recreate this interaction and are valuable to define 
force-based tolerance, but are unable to demonstrate differing injury patterns and locations. 
Incorporation of weight-drop or electrohydraulic systems provides repeatable loading conditions, but 
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does not replicate the inertial-based loading scenario experienced during axial deceleration. This study 
had two objectives. The first objective was to quantify lumbar spine bony injury tolerance under 
vertical accelerative loading. The second objective was to quantify factors affecting injury outcomes 
including loading rate, peak force, age, and sex. These objectives were accomplished by incorporating 
whole lumbar columns and an experimental model that replicates the loading scenario associated with 
falls and motor vehicle events.36 

METHODS 

This manuscript describes an analytical study with Level of Evidence II. The study protocol was 
approved by the Research and Development Committee and all relevant subcommittees at the 
Zablocki Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Milwaukee, WI. Twenty-three human lumbar spines (T12-
L5) were incorporated in the study. Pre-test CT scans were obtained of each specimen. The condition 
of the intervertebral disc and joint space, as well as the presence of bony osteophytes was graded at 
each spinal level according to a previously defined grading scale.37 Specimens with excessive disc 
height loss, bridging osteophytes, or inconsistent alignment were not included in the study. Specimen 
demographics are provided in Table 1.  

Table 1. Specimen-by-Specimen Biomechanical Data for Tests Producing Injury, Along With Injury Characteristics  

Test ID Age Sex Rate of Onset 
(g/s) 

Force 
(kN) 

Acceleration 
(g) 

Injured 
Level 

Fracture 
Classification 

# 
Tests 

1 18 F 221 5.6 19 L1 Endplate 5 

L2 Anterior Compression 

7 38 F 122 4.4 11 L1 Anterior Compression 1 

L2 Compression 
9 44 M 317 4.8 23 L1 Anterior Compression 1 

L1 Burst 

10 45 M 1,044 5.8 22 L4 Anterior Compression 6 

11 45 F 289 3.8 23 L1 Anterior Compression 1 
12 49 M 2,398 5.1 55 L3 Bilateral Pars 6 

L5 Burst, Bilateral Facet 

13 49 F 266 6.3 20 L5 Endplate 1 

L2 Anterior Compression 
14 50 F 2,083 7.9 57 L3 Burst, Bilateral Facet 3 

15 50 F 195 3.8 20 L1 Burst 1 

16 52 M 205 4.5 17 L1 Anterior Compression 2 

17 54 M 289 5.8 17 L1 Anterior Compression 2 
18 54 M 1,079 6.5 38 L1 Anterior Compression 1 

L2 Chance 
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Test ID Age Sex Rate of Onset 
(g/s) 

Force 
(kN) 

Acceleration 
(g) 

Injured 
Level 

Fracture 
Classification 

# 
Tests 

L3 Bilateral Facet 

19 55 M 608 7.4 34 L1 Burst, Chance 1 

20 55 F 433 4.5 21 L1 Anterior Compression 1 

21 58 F 670 5.3 40 L1 Burst, Chance 1 
L2 Anterior Compression 

22 58 M 476 5.9 32 L1 Burst 1 

23 63 F 224 6.8 20 L4 Anterior Compression 4 

L5 Facet 
Mean (Std 
Dev) 

 
642 ± 665 5.5 ± 1.2 28 ± 13 

   

Maximum rate of onset (g/s) along with peak force and acceleration are presented. Spinal levels that sustained 
bony fracture and the fracture classification are also presented. Additionally, the total number of dynamic tests 
up to and including the injury-producing test is shown.  

Preparation of each specimen for dynamic testing was conducted according to the following steps. 
Cranial (T12) and caudal (L5) vertebrae were mounted in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to facilitate 
attachment to the experimental apparatus. Natural lordotic curvature for each specimen was not 
altered during this procedure and the L2–L3 intervertebral disc level was maintained close to 
horizontal in the global coordinate system for the sake of consistency between specimens. Although 
the intent was to place the L2–L3 disc horizontal, the authors acknowledge that the disc might not 
have been completely horizontal during the process of pouring the PMMA as this was conducted under 
a fume hood which precluded in situ imaging of the specimen prior to the pour. The intervertebral disc 
level was defined as a line through the anterior and posterior mid-heights of the L2–L3 intervertebral 
disc, which represented the mid-point of the exposed L1 through L4 vertebrae. Specimens were 
wrapped in saline-soaked gauze during the fixation procedure to prevent dehydration.  

The experimental apparatus consisted of two decoupled horizontal platforms attached through low 
friction precision linear steel bearings to a vertically oriented 7.6-m monorail (Figure 1).36 The caudal 
fixation of the specimen was attached to the lower platform through a load cell. A 32-kg mass was 
added to the upper platform to simulate static torso mass for a 50th percentile male.38 Redundant 
linear accelerometers were attached to the lower platforms to measure vertical acceleration of the 
platform/specimen base.  
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Figure 1 Vertical accelerator test setup to simulate high rate loading of the specimen. 

Lateral X-rays were obtained of each specimen to confirm soft tissue integrity through an analysis of 
bony alignment/orientation at each spinal level. A pre-test qualitative assessment of specimen 
integrity and bending stiffness was then performed. Specimens were then flexed to 5 Nm by hand 
while minimizing off-axis bending moments using the data acquisition real-time mode. Orientation of 
the cranial fixation relative to the caudal fixation in the neutral and pre-flexed positions was used to 
determine forward rotation during the 5-Nm static preflexion, with flexion bending stiffness quantified 
as the 5-Nm applied load divided by the total rotation. These procedures were also repeated after each 
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dynamic test to qualitatively assess soft tissue injury as a remarkable change in segmental 
alignment/orientation or flexion bending stiffness from pre-test baseline assessments.  

Specimens were prepared for dynamic testing following the integrity assessments described above, 
and prior to raising the specimens to the desired drop height. Preparation consisted of pre-flexion 
through the application of a 5-Nm flexion moment while minimizing off-axis loads. Cobb angles were 
measured prior to and following the 5-Nm flexion procedure. This was done to align the spine along its 
stiffest axis.39 This orientation was maintained by placing the upper platform in contact with the cranial 
fixation at a location 3.0–3.5 cm anterior to the L2–L3 PLL. A cable was then attached between the 
platforms to prevent recoil of the specimen prior to the test and increased vertical displacement or 
bouncing during the dynamic test, while allowing the upper platform to decrease the vertical distance 
from the lower platform during deceleration, thus inertially compressing the lumbar spine specimen. 
Lateral and anterior–posterior X-rays were obtained with specimens in pre-test orientation.  

Dynamic testing was initiated by raising the entire setup to the specific drop height and holding it in 
place using a high-power magnet. Removal of power from the magnet allowed gravity to accelerate 
the specimen to the base of the tower. Pulse‐shaping foam (30 × 45 × 65 cm) was located at the drop 
tower base to provide a more realistic acceleration pulse. Foam characteristics were previously 
described.36 As the lower platform was decelerated, the decoupled upper platform inertially loaded 
the cranial aspect of the specimen. Axial force and vertical accelerations were recorded at 20 kHz using 
a digital data acquisition system (Diversified Technical Systems, Inc., Seal Beach, CA).  

Each specimen was exposed to one or more dynamic tests until injury was detected. Subsequent 
dynamic tests were from incremental drop heights for more severe loading exposures. This test 
procedure was incorporated previously in our laboratory to maximize specimen use as it permits 
development of non-failure and injury corridors using contributions from the same specimen.40 Lateral 
X-rays were obtained following each test and compared to pre-test X-rays to identify bony fracture, or 
notable changes in spinal alignment or intervertebral disc heights. If X-ray images did not reveal bony 
injury, specimen palpation at each spinal level41, 42 and flexion stiffness assessments described 
previously were used to identify the presence of laxity that was indicative of endplate or soft tissue 
injury. A clinical member of our team participated in the assessment of pre- and post-test X-ray images, 
as well as specimen palpations. Testing was stopped when injury (bony or soft tissue) was detected 
and post-test CT scans were obtained. X-ray and CT images were used to classify bony injuries based on 
the affected spinal level and type of fracture.8 Soft tissue injuries were not a focus of this study and, 
therefore, any test producing soft tissue injury was not included in the analysis.  

Data and Statistical Analysis 

Lower platform accelerations and inertially compensated axial forces were used to develop injury risk 
curves using survival analysis with Weibull distribution.43 Data from each specimen was categorized as 
either left, right, or interval censored. Data were treated as right censored for specimens that did not 
sustain bony injury. For specimens that sustained soft tissue injury, the test that yielded maximum 
axial force and acceleration prior to subfailure injury was incorporated as a non-injury test and the test 
producing soft tissue injury was not included. Data were treated as left censored for specimens that 
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sustained bony injury during the first test. Data were treated as interval sensored for specimens that 
underwent one or more subinjury tests prior to a test resulting in bony fracture. For this case, the 
subinjury test that yielded maximum axial force and acceleration was used for survival analysis and 
interval paired with the failure test.  

Pairwise comparisons were also conducted between different groups to identify possible factors 
associated with changes in injury onset or patterns. Single factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was 
used to identify significant differences (p < 0.05) in peak force and acceleration based on sex, between 
specimens that sustained one versus multiple fractured vertebrae, and between specimens that 
sustained fracture at L1 only versus any other level. Linear regression analysis was used to identify 
statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05) between specimen donor age and peak force or 
acceleration. Single factor ANOVA was also used to identify significant differences (p < 0.05) in peak 
force and acceleration between specimens that sustained bony fracture during the first test and 
specimens that were exposed to multiple dynamic tests.  

RESULTS 

The 23 specimens included in this study were subjected to a total of 38 tests. Pre-test grading of 
specimen degeneration revealed that a majority of specimens had no degenerative changes of the 
intervertebral disc or joint space, and did not have bony osteophytes. Eight specimens had at least one 
intervertebral disc level with mild degenerative changes and two specimens had one intervertebral 
disc level with moderate degenerative changes. One specimen had a single level with mild joint space 
narrowing and five specimens had a two levels with mild or moderate joint space narrowing. Five 
specimens had between one and three vertebrae with small osteophytes and two specimens had two 
vertebrae with small or medium sized osteophytes.  

Preflexion of the specimens decreased the Cobb angle by an average of 12.8 ± 7.3° to a final Cobb 
angle of 22.2 ± 12.5°. Seventeen specimens sustained bony injury. Ten specimens were left-censored 
and the remaining seven specimens were interval-censored. Six tests producing only soft tissue injury 
were excluded and the prior high acceleration test for that specimen was included as right censored 
data. During bony injury-producing tests, acceleration rate of onset varied between 122 and 2,398 g/s, 
peak force varied between 3.8 and 7.9 kN, and peak acceleration varied between 11 and 57 g's (Table 
1).  

Injury Probability Curves 

Peak force and acceleration were significant predictors of injury (p < 0.0001). Survival analysis 
demonstrated increasing risk for greater axial force and acceleration (Figs. 2 and 3). The force and 
acceleration with 95%CI at 10%, 50%, and 95% risk are presented in Table 2. The Normalized 
Confidence Interval Size (NCIS) for a selected probability, defined as 95% confidence interval width 
divided by mean value of the injury predictor at same selected probability, was used to measure 
tightness of fit.43 The lower fraction indicates a tighter fit to the mean risk curve. The NCIS for force at 
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10%, 50%, and 95% injury probability risk is presented in Table 2. Risk curves for peak axial force and 
acceleration were not significantly dependent on age and sex (p > 0.05).  

 

Figure 2 Injury probability curve using survival analysis for peak force. The plot shows the mean curve and 95% 
confidence intervals.  
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Figure 3 Injury probability curve using survival analysis for acceleration. The figure shows the mean curve and 
95% confidence intervals (CI).  

Table 2. Lumbar Spine Injury Risks Based on Compressive Force and Acceleration, With 95% Confidence Interval 
Presented in Parentheses  

 10% Risk 50% Risk 95% Risk 
Force (kN) 3.0 (2.1–4.2) 4.5 (3.9–5.2) 6.2 (5.3–7.3) 

Acceleration (g) 12 (8–17) 16 (13–19) 20 (17–23) 

NCIS, force 0.70 0.30 0.32 

NCIS, acceleration 0.71 0.32 0.34 

Normalized Confidence Intervals Sizes (NCIS) for force and acceleration are also presented. 

Injury Documentation 

Twenty-six fractures were identified in the seventeen specimens. Fracture distribution included 13 
fractures at L1, five at L2, three at L3, two at L4, and three at L5. Representative CT scans of each 
fracture type are presented in Figure 4. Seven specimens had fractures at L1 only (Group (1), and ten 
had fractures at multiple levels or levels L1–L5 (Group (2). Peak force and acceleration were 15.1% and 
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25.8% greater in Group 2 specimens (Figs. 5 and 6). The effect size was greater for force (Cohen's d: 
0.80) than acceleration (Cohen's d: 0.63). These effect sizes were greatest of all groupwise 
comparisons. However, peak force and acceleration were not significantly different between groups.  

 

Figure 4 Images depicting fractures sustained by whole-column lumbar spine specimens in this study. (A) Burst 
fracture affecting the L1 vertebral body. (B) Fracture of the pars interarticularis affecting the L3 vertebra. (C) 
Burst fracture affecting the L3 vertebral body and anterior compression fracture affecting the L2 vertebral body. 
(D) Chance fracture affecting the L1 vertebra. (E) Anterior compression fracture affecting the L1 vertebral body. 
(F) Endplate fracture affecting the superior endplate of the L1 vertebral body.  

 

Figure 5 Peak force was not significantly different (p > 0.05) based on sex (left; Cohen's d: 0.28), for tests 
producing injury at L1 only versus other levels (middle; Cohen's d: 0.80), or for tests producing injuries at only 
one versus multiple levels (right; Cohen's d: 0.69).  
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Figure 6 Peak acceleration was not significantly different (p > 0.05) based on sex (left; Cohen's d: 0.31), for tests 
producing injury at L1 only versus other levels (middle; Cohen's d: 0.63), or for tests producing injuries at only 
one versus multiple levels (right; Cohen's d: 0.57).  

Mean peak axial force was 9.3% greater for tests that produced multiple fractures compared to those 
that produced one fracture (Cohen's d: 0.69). Tests resulting in multiple fractures had 28% greater 
peak acceleration (Cohen's d: 0.57). However, peak force and acceleration were not significantly 
different (p > 0.05) between the two groups. Sex differences resulted in increased peak force (6%) and 
acceleration (17%) in male specimens, with smaller effect sizes (Cohen's d: 0.28 for force and 0.31 for 
acceleration). Those differences were not statistically significant. Similarly, linear regression analysis 
indicated that there were no significant correlations between age and peak force or acceleration. 
Finally, there were no significant differences between specimens that sustained injury during the first 
test and specimens that were exposed to multiple dynamic tests.  

DISCUSSION 

The objectives of this study were to quantify lumbar spine injury tolerance during axial acceleration 
and identify factors affecting injury risk. Peak axial force (intrinsic) and peak vertical acceleration 
(extrinsic) were significant predictors of injury onset. The unique experimental model precludes 
comparison of acceleration-based findings, although a number of experimental studies quantified 
lumbar spine injury tolerance in terms of compressive force. Those studies primarily incorporated 
three-vertebra specimens, with the middle vertebra exposed to trauma12, 32, 33, 44, 45 or isolated 
vertebral bodies.12, 13 One study incorporating lumbar columns (T12-L5) reported fractures at the level 
of fixation (T12), although tolerance was in line with present results.34 Dynamic experimental studies 
incorporating isolated vertebral bodies and short segments typically reported fracture forces that were 
greater than this study (5,542 ± 1,186 N) (Table 3). For vertebral bodies, this discrepancy likely arises 
from the fracture mechanism, which involves structural failure of the cortical shell. Compressive 
fracture in multi-level specimens involves endplate failure associated with compressive loads 
transmitted through the nucleus. Compressive tolerance of the endplate is lower than that of the 
cortical shell14 because of its perpendicular orientation relative to applied loads and decreased 
thickness. Accordingly, peak compressive force for short segment models was only 9% greater than 
present findings. Smaller differences between fracture tolerance outlined in the current study from 
prior studies incorporating short segment models are more likely attributable to loading rate than 
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segment length, given the consistency in fracture mechanism between long and short column models. 
Prior studies incorporating shorter segments generally employed weight drop models and 
electrohydraulic piston compressions at rates that exceeded the local compression rates for dynamic 
whole-column tests in this study.13, 36 

Table 3. Summary of Dynamic Experimental Studies and Reported Injury Tolerance Values  

First Author Year Model Exposed Level Peak Force 

Ochia 2003 Vertebral body L4, L5 9.7 ± 2.1 kN 

Stemper 2015 Vertebral body L2–L4 

9.0 ± 2.4 kN (lower rate, females) 
10.8 ± 3.1 kN (higher rate, females) 

8.1 ± 2.3 kN (lower rate, males) 

8.9 ± 2.1 kN (higher rate, males) 

Willen 1984 3-vertebra L1 6.0–10.0 kN 
Shono 1994 3-vertebra L1 7.2 kN 

Panjabi 1995 3-vertebra T12, L1 
6.7 ± 2.0 kN(neutral) 

6.2 ± 2.3 kN (pre‐flexed) 

Kifune 1995 3-vertebra T12 5.3–6.8 kN 
Langrana 2002 3-vertebra L1 5.8 ± 1.8 kN 

Ochia 2002 3-vertebra Not specified 4.2 ± 1.7 kN 

Duma 2006 Whole column L1–L5 5.0–5.9 kN 

Present study  Whole column L1–L5 5.5 ± 2 kN 

Thoraco–lumbar injury risk curves were previously developed using this experimental model.46 The 
50% risk of fracture was 3.4 kN for thoracic spines and 3.7 kN for thoracic and lumbar spines. Lumbar 
spine data presented above revealed a 50% risk of injury shifted further to the right (4.5 kN). 
Acknowledging different statistical methodologies, this study is consistent with previously published 
thoraco–lumbar data. These data demonstrate a trend of increasing dynamic injury tolerance from 
thoracic to lumbar spines.  

Injury Patterns 

This study identified novel outcomes with regard to injury patterns by identifying trends of increasing 
force and acceleration for tests that produced injuries caudal to the L1 vertebra or at multiple spinal 
levels. Patterns with regard to acceleration have not been presented previously as a majority of studies 
incorporated fixed-base experimental models with the application of compressive loads through 
impact at the cranial aspect.32, 34, 44, 45, 47, 48 Conversely, the unique experimental model incorporated in 
the current study recreated the cranially oriented load transfer associated with deceleration of the 
lumbar spine base while the simulated torso mass inertially loaded the specimen from the 
thoracolumbar junction.36 Likewise, identification of differing injury patterns is also novel and 
permitted by the use of full-column lumbar specimens. A majority of prior work in this area has 
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included short segment models that focus injury at a single spinal level32, 44, 45 and studies incorporating 
longer columns were not focused on outlining differences in injury pattern. Therefore, the current 
study provides useful biomechanical information with regard to injury outcomes that were clinically 
identified. A lack of statistically significant differences between groups (single vs. multiple injury or L1 
vs. other levels) is likely more attributed to the somewhat limited sample size incorporated in this 
study.  

A majority of fractures affected the cranial lumbar spine, with decreasing numbers at caudal levels. 
This outcome mirrors the injury distribution that occurs during high-rate vertical loading across a 
variety of military environments,21 wherein a majority of injuries affected L1 with decreasing numbers 
caudally. Violent exposures produced more injuries in the caudal lumbar spine. Other studies 
demonstrated similar distributions.2 An explanation for this acceleration-based injury pattern includes 
greater tolerance at caudal spinal levels,10, 49 wherein greater accelerations produced greater and 
earlier onset of peak forces that exceed lower lumbar spine tolerance. This study demonstrated a non-
significant trend of increasing peak force for injuries at caudal lumbar spinal levels. However, lumbar 
level-dependent injury tolerance was not universally reported.13 Therefore, due to the modest increase 
in peak force and somewhat conflicting experimental evidence, the modulating factor for differing 
injury patterns in the lumbar spine may also be attributable to other mechanisms.  

Another mechanism for caudal injury migration during high-rate loading involves the incorporation of 
rigid body armor in military personnel that lowers the lordotic/kyphotic transition zone from the 
thoracolumbar junction to the lower lumbar spine.2 This explanation likely involves geometrical 
alignment and mass recruitment. Normal lumbar lordosis is not consistent from cranial to caudal 
extents. Rather, greater cephalad lordotic curvature gives way to a straighter cranial orientation.50 This 
natural orientation biomechanically protects the lower lumbar spine, whereas the upper region is 
oriented according to the stiffest axis,39 which explains why nearly 90% of spinal fractures affect the 
thoracolumbar junction.2 However, preflexion of the lumbar spine in this study, which removed the 
lordotic curvature of the lower while maintaining the straighter upper lumbar spine, predisposed the 
entire lumbar spine to fracture along the stiffest axis.17 This removed the cranial injury bias.  

As lumbar spine straightening removed the injury bias from the thoracolumbar junction, injury location 
was then modulated by the rate of force application. Due to the relatively low contribution of the 
posterior elements in compression, the lumbar spine is essentially a series of rigid elements 
interconnected by viscoelastic discs with rate dependent properties. Axial forces act vertically against 
the torso reaction mass as the lumbar spine base is vertically accelerated/decelerated. However, the 
entire torso mass is not applied instantaneously due to the viscoelastic nature of the discs. Accordingly, 
increasing forces are transmitted up the lumbar spine until sufficient mass is recruited to exceed 
fracture tolerance. Rate-dependent properties manifest as increasing stiffness for higher compressive 
loading rates.12, 13, 51 Therefore, the entire system stiffens at higher loading rates, mass is recruited 
more quickly, and fractures migrate caudally toward lower lumbar levels. However, this theory 
requires experimental or computational verification.  

Identification of differences in lumbar spine injury patterns is relevant for military environments, 
wherein lower lumbar fractures are more common.2 Military vehicles are different from civilian and 
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crash scenarios are more severe. Commonly encountered scenarios include aircraft ejection, helicopter 
crashes, and underbody blast exposure in ground-based vehicles. Each of those loading scenarios has a 
component of high rate vertical acceleration. Aircraft ejection accelerations of 18 G with 250 G/s were 
established as the upper limit for aviator egress in the Advanced Concept Ejection Seat (ACES). One 
study that analyzed 298 crashes occurring in military helicopters indicated that mean vertical change in 
velocity was 4.3–16.0 m/s for all crashes and 3.5–8.8 m/s for survivable crashes.22 Seat pan 
accelerations measured during a full-scale military helicopter crash test with similar vertical velocity 
(11.6 m/s) were 40 and 33 g's occurring over approximately 15 ms for the pilot and co‐pilot.52 Mean 
accelerations from this study (28 g) fit within that range, with fractures occurring at accelerations 
between 11 and 57 g.  

Sex-Based Differences 

Specimen sex was not a statistically significant predictor for injury onset, although male specimens 
demonstrated greater force and acceleration at fracture. However, the lack of statistically significant 
differences is not conclusive evidence that this factor is not significant for the population as a whole. 
This study was not specifically designed to investigate this factor and loading conditions were not 
matched between sexes, which likely contributed to this negative result. Sex-based biomechanical 
differences were identified in a number of prior investigations. For example, lumbar vertebral bodies 
obtained from male donors had 19% greater ultimate force, although the difference did not attain 
statistical significance.13 A larger study incorporating 700 volunteers identified significantly greater 
estimated vertebral strength in males.53 Greater vertebral strength was attributed to increased cross-
sectional area (CSA). That finding is consistent with our prior study, which reported greater ultimate 
stress in female specimens despite greater ultimate force in males.13 We also reported a similar 
relationship for the physiologic response of thoracic disc segments.54 Male specimens had greater 
compressive stiffness and CSA, but lower compressive modulus. Given consistent findings of larger and 
stronger vertebrae in males along with some indication of greater material modulus in females, these 
differences warrant further investigation.  

Limitations 

Experimental studies of spine biomechanics have often used follower loads to simulate the static 
compressive load on the lumbar spine due to the mass of the torso and static contraction of paraspinal 
muscles, which has been estimated to be as high as 500–1,000 N.55-57 Follower loads orient 
compressive forces along the line of the lordotic curvature and were shown to add stability to the 
lumbar spine and increase the bending and shear stiffness.58, 59 Other studies demonstrated that the 
compressive loading carrying capacity of the lumbar spine was increased to more physiologic levels 
when static forces were applied using follower loads.58 However, follower loads were not incorporated 
in the current study for two primary reasons. Firstly, cable guides consisting of small screws attached 
to the lateral aspects of the vertebral bodies would likely not hold up to the large forces generated 
during these dynamic experiments and repeated pull-out of these screws would weaken the cortical 
shell and decrease compressive tolerance of the vertebral bodies. Secondly, suspension of the 
simulated torso mass using cables would likely pose a laboratory safety hazard as the experimental 
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apparatus was decelerated at rates exceeding 50 g. To account for this, the current study incorporated 
a protocol that involved application of the torso mass using a weighted decoupled platform in contact 
with the cranial aspect of the specimen. All specimens were also oriented with 5 Nm of flexion prior to 
dynamic testing to prevent buckling during dynamic load application and ensure that compressive 
loads were applied along the line of the lumbar spine. Cobb angles were decreased by an average of 
12.8 ± 7.3°, which produced a straighter spine, acknowledging that the axial line may have been 
somewhat forward of the vertically applied load.  

Another possible limitation of the current experimental protocol could be the use of repeated dynamic 
tests in some specimens, whereas other specimens were only exposed to a single test. The intent of 
this protocol was to maximum specimen use and our prior studies have not identified remarkable 
changes in specimen biomechanical response attributable to repetitive and incremental dynamic 
exposures.40 Nonetheless, a relevant criticism is that multiple tests could weaken the biomechanical 
tolerance or alter other aspects of the biomechanical response. However, as shown in Table 1 and 
highlighted in the Results above, there was no significant difference in peak force or acceleration for 
specimens exposed to multiple dynamic tests versus specimens that sustained bony fracture during the 
initial exposure. Therefore, although not a comprehensive investigation, repeated incremental testing 
did not appear to remarkably alter specimen biomechanics or tolerance in this study.  

CONCLUSION 

This study quantified axial tolerance of intact lumbar spines using an acceleration-based experimental 
model. Axial force and peak acceleration were significant injury predictors. Lumbar spine injury risk 
curves were derived. Injured specimens were further categorized by affected spinal level with a 
majority affecting L1. Peak axial force and acceleration did not attain statistical significance for the 
level of injury, although the effect size for this comparison was the largest of all groupwise 
comparisons. Results contribute to the understanding of biomechanical tolerance and fracture pattern 
of lumbar spine injuries during dynamic axial loading.  
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	ABSTRACT
	Quantification of biomechanical tolerance is necessary for injury prediction and protection of vehicular occupants. This study experimentally quantified lumbar spine axial tolerance during accelerative environments simulating a variety of military and civilian scenarios. Intact human lumbar spines (T12‐L5) were dynamically loaded using a custom‐built drop tower. Twenty‐three specimens were tested at sub‐failure and failure levels consisting of peak axial forces between 2.6 and 7.9 kN and corresponding peak accelerations between 7 and 57 g. Military aircraft ejection and helicopter crashes fall within these high axial acceleration ranges. Testing was stopped following injury detection. Both peak force and acceleration were significant (p < 0.0001) injury predictors. Injury probability curves using parametric survival analysis were created for peak acceleration and peak force. Fifty‐percent probability of injury (95%CI) for force and acceleration were 4.5 (3.9–5.2 kN), and 16 (13–19 g). A majority of injuries affected the L1 spinal level. Peak axial forces and accelerations were greater for specimens that sustained multiple injuries or injuries at L2–L5 spinal levels. In general, force‐based tolerance was consistent with previous shorter‐segment lumbar spine testing (3–5 vertebrae), although studies incorporating isolated vertebral bodies reported higher tolerance attributable to a different injury mechanism involving structural failure of the cortical shell. This study identified novel outcomes with regard to injury patterns, wherein more violent exposures produced more injuries in the caudal lumbar spine. This caudal migration was likely attributable to increased injury tolerance at lower lumbar spinal levels and a faster inertial mass recruitment process for high rate load application. Published 2017. This article is a U.S. Government work and is in the public domain in the USA. 
	Lumbar spine fractures occur in military environments.1, 2 falls,3 and vehicle crashes.4, 5 Each scenario involves pelvis acceleration/deceleration contributing to compressive loads as forces transmitted through the pelvis compress the lumbar spine against the torso mass. Spinal motions lead to tissue deformation and injury occurs when local deformations exceed injury tolerance.6-9 Non‐physiologic compressive loads on the lumbar spine can injure vertebral bodies,10-13 endplates,12, 14 intervertebral discs,15, 16 and posterior elements depending on segmental/spinal orientation14, 17 and loading rate.12, 13 Bony fractures can be acutely devastating, with immediate instability and possible fragmentation that can interact with neural tissues, producing significant neurological consequences. 
	Characteristics of lumbar spine injuries are modulated by the loading environment, including acceleration, applied force vector, and spinal alignment. While the science of injury biomechanics has defined specific mechanisms for different injury types (i.e., burst vs. compression vs. chance),8 factors influencing the pattern of spinal injuries, including the number and location, have not been well defined. An example of loading conditions affecting injury outcome lies in the disparity of injury patterns between military and civilian environments.18, 19 The distribution of lumbar spine injuries in modern soldiers demonstrated nearly 60% of thoraco–umbar fractures (T12‐L5) affected the lower lumbar spine. However, lower spine injuries account for only 1% of spinal injuries in civilians.2 Other studies supported this by demonstrating 53% of 266 spinal fractures attributed to underbody blast affected T12‐L5 levels.20 Caudal injury migration may be attributable to severe loading conditions in military personnel during aircraft ejections, helicopter crashes, or underbody blasts.21 Vertical accelerations of 18 g with 250 g/s were established as the upper limit during the catapult phase of aviator seat egress in the Advanced Concept Ejection Seat (ACES). Helicopter crashes can be even more severe, although crash dynamics are complex with loading dependent upon altitude, airspeed, impact topography, seating type, and vehicle orientation.22 Dynamics of underbody blast, studied to a lesser degree, may produce floor accelerations of 100–300 g over a 2.5 ms rise.23, 24 Injury risk quantification using extrinsic parameters (e.g., acceleration) can assist in development of protection systems to attenuate/mitigate risks during occupant exposure. 
	If injury onset and pattern are influenced by loading characteristics, then those conditions can be used to predict injury onset and type. The Dynamic Response Index (DRI), used to quantify lumbar spine injury risk during vertical accelerations,25 describes injury probability in terms of maximum spinal compression.25, 26 However, DRI does not account for occupant age and sex, which can influence injury biomechanics,27-29 and does not incorporate axial force or acceleration. Peak force is a common intrinsic metric for prediction of spinal injury under axial loads that is sensitive to occupant and environmental factors.11-13, 27, 30 Additionally, clinical studies imply a role of acceleration in modulating injury patterns during vertical acceleration. 
	Considerable experimental effort was dedicated toward understanding lumbar spine injury tolerance and fracture mechanisms. However, most studies used isolated vertebrae,12, 13, 31 short‐segment models,32, 33 or experiments that did not replicate the acceleration‐induced mechanism of traumatic fractures in the field.34, 35 Isolated vertebral body studies do not incorporate interaction of bony and soft tissues. Short segment models more effectively recreate this interaction and are valuable to define force‐based tolerance, but are unable to demonstrate differing injury patterns and locations. Incorporation of weight‐drop or electrohydraulic systems provides repeatable loading conditions, but does not replicate the inertial‐based loading scenario experienced during axial deceleration. This study had two objectives. The first objective was to quantify lumbar spine bony injury tolerance under vertical accelerative loading. The second objective was to quantify factors affecting injury outcomes including loading rate, peak force, age, and sex. These objectives were accomplished by incorporating whole lumbar columns and an experimental model that replicates the loading scenario associated with falls and motor vehicle events.36
	METHODS
	This manuscript describes an analytical study with Level of Evidence II. The study protocol was approved by the Research and Development Committee and all relevant subcommittees at the Zablocki Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Milwaukee, WI. Twenty‐three human lumbar spines (T12‐L5) were incorporated in the study. Pre‐test CT scans were obtained of each specimen. The condition of the intervertebral disc and joint space, as well as the presence of bony osteophytes was graded at each spinal level according to a previously defined grading scale.37 Specimens with excessive disc height loss, bridging osteophytes, or inconsistent alignment were not included in the study. Specimen demographics are provided in Table 1. 
	Table 1. Specimen‐by‐Specimen Biomechanical Data for Tests Producing Injury, Along With Injury Characteristics 
	# Tests
	Fracture Classification
	Injured Level
	Acceleration (g)
	Force (kN)
	Rate of Onset (g/s)
	Sex
	Age
	Test ID
	5
	Endplate
	L1
	19
	5.6
	221
	F
	18
	1
	Anterior Compression
	L2
	1
	Anterior Compression
	L1
	11
	4.4
	122
	F
	38
	7
	Compression
	L2
	1
	Anterior Compression
	L1
	23
	4.8
	317
	M
	44
	9
	Burst
	L1
	6
	Anterior Compression
	L4
	22
	5.8
	1,044
	M
	45
	10
	1
	Anterior Compression
	L1
	23
	3.8
	289
	F
	45
	11
	6
	Bilateral Pars
	L3
	55
	5.1
	2,398
	M
	49
	12
	Burst, Bilateral Facet
	L5
	1
	Endplate
	L5
	20
	6.3
	266
	F
	49
	13
	Anterior Compression
	L2
	3
	Burst, Bilateral Facet
	L3
	57
	7.9
	2,083
	F
	50
	14
	1
	Burst
	L1
	20
	3.8
	195
	F
	50
	15
	2
	Anterior Compression
	L1
	17
	4.5
	205
	M
	52
	16
	2
	Anterior Compression
	L1
	17
	5.8
	289
	M
	54
	17
	1
	Anterior Compression
	L1
	38
	6.5
	1,079
	M
	54
	18
	Chance
	L2
	Bilateral Facet
	L3
	1
	Burst, Chance
	L1
	34
	7.4
	608
	M
	55
	19
	1
	Anterior Compression
	L1
	21
	4.5
	433
	F
	55
	20
	1
	Burst, Chance
	L1
	40
	5.3
	670
	F
	58
	21
	Anterior Compression
	L2
	1
	Burst
	L1
	32
	5.9
	476
	M
	58
	22
	4
	Anterior Compression
	L4
	20
	6.8
	224
	F
	63
	23
	Facet
	L5
	28 ± 13
	5.5 ± 1.2
	642 ± 665
	Mean (Std Dev)
	Maximum rate of onset (g/s) along with peak force and acceleration are presented. Spinal levels that sustained bony fracture and the fracture classification are also presented. Additionally, the total number of dynamic tests up to and including the injury‐producing test is shown. 
	Preparation of each specimen for dynamic testing was conducted according to the following steps. Cranial (T12) and caudal (L5) vertebrae were mounted in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to facilitate attachment to the experimental apparatus. Natural lordotic curvature for each specimen was not altered during this procedure and the L2–L3 intervertebral disc level was maintained close to horizontal in the global coordinate system for the sake of consistency between specimens. Although the intent was to place the L2–L3 disc horizontal, the authors acknowledge that the disc might not have been completely horizontal during the process of pouring the PMMA as this was conducted under a fume hood which precluded in situ imaging of the specimen prior to the pour. The intervertebral disc level was defined as a line through the anterior and posterior mid‐heights of the L2–L3 intervertebral disc, which represented the mid‐point of the exposed L1 through L4 vertebrae. Specimens were wrapped in saline‐soaked gauze during the fixation procedure to prevent dehydration. 
	The experimental apparatus consisted of two decoupled horizontal platforms attached through low friction precision linear steel bearings to a vertically oriented 7.6‐m monorail (Figure 1).36 The caudal fixation of the specimen was attached to the lower platform through a load cell. A 32‐kg mass was added to the upper platform to simulate static torso mass for a 50th percentile male.38 Redundant linear accelerometers were attached to the lower platforms to measure vertical acceleration of the platform/specimen base. 
	/
	Figure 1 Vertical accelerator test setup to simulate high rate loading of the specimen.
	Lateral X‐rays were obtained of each specimen to confirm soft tissue integrity through an analysis of bony alignment/orientation at each spinal level. A pre‐test qualitative assessment of specimen integrity and bending stiffness was then performed. Specimens were then flexed to 5 Nm by hand while minimizing off‐axis bending moments using the data acquisition real‐time mode. Orientation of the cranial fixation relative to the caudal fixation in the neutral and pre‐flexed positions was used to determine forward rotation during the 5‐Nm static preflexion, with flexion bending stiffness quantified as the 5‐Nm applied load divided by the total rotation. These procedures were also repeated after each dynamic test to qualitatively assess soft tissue injury as a remarkable change in segmental alignment/orientation or flexion bending stiffness from pre‐test baseline assessments. 
	Specimens were prepared for dynamic testing following the integrity assessments described above, and prior to raising the specimens to the desired drop height. Preparation consisted of pre‐flexion through the application of a 5‐Nm flexion moment while minimizing off‐axis loads. Cobb angles were measured prior to and following the 5‐Nm flexion procedure. This was done to align the spine along its stiffest axis.39 This orientation was maintained by placing the upper platform in contact with the cranial fixation at a location 3.0–3.5 cm anterior to the L2–L3 PLL. A cable was then attached between the platforms to prevent recoil of the specimen prior to the test and increased vertical displacement or bouncing during the dynamic test, while allowing the upper platform to decrease the vertical distance from the lower platform during deceleration, thus inertially compressing the lumbar spine specimen. Lateral and anterior–posterior X‐rays were obtained with specimens in pre‐test orientation. 
	Dynamic testing was initiated by raising the entire setup to the specific drop height and holding it in place using a high‐power magnet. Removal of power from the magnet allowed gravity to accelerate the specimen to the base of the tower. Pulse‐shaping foam (30 × 45 × 65 cm) was located at the drop tower base to provide a more realistic acceleration pulse. Foam characteristics were previously described.36 As the lower platform was decelerated, the decoupled upper platform inertially loaded the cranial aspect of the specimen. Axial force and vertical accelerations were recorded at 20 kHz using a digital data acquisition system (Diversified Technical Systems, Inc., Seal Beach, CA). 
	Each specimen was exposed to one or more dynamic tests until injury was detected. Subsequent dynamic tests were from incremental drop heights for more severe loading exposures. This test procedure was incorporated previously in our laboratory to maximize specimen use as it permits development of non‐failure and injury corridors using contributions from the same specimen.40 Lateral X‐rays were obtained following each test and compared to pre‐test X‐rays to identify bony fracture, or notable changes in spinal alignment or intervertebral disc heights. If X‐ray images did not reveal bony injury, specimen palpation at each spinal level41, 42 and flexion stiffness assessments described previously were used to identify the presence of laxity that was indicative of endplate or soft tissue injury. A clinical member of our team participated in the assessment of pre‐ and post‐test X‐ray images, as well as specimen palpations. Testing was stopped when injury (bony or soft tissue) was detected and post‐test CT scans were obtained. X‐ray and CT images were used to classify bony injuries based on the affected spinal level and type of fracture.8 Soft tissue injuries were not a focus of this study and, therefore, any test producing soft tissue injury was not included in the analysis. 
	Data and Statistical Analysis
	Lower platform accelerations and inertially compensated axial forces were used to develop injury risk curves using survival analysis with Weibull distribution.43 Data from each specimen was categorized as either left, right, or interval censored. Data were treated as right censored for specimens that did not sustain bony injury. For specimens that sustained soft tissue injury, the test that yielded maximum axial force and acceleration prior to subfailure injury was incorporated as a non‐injury test and the test producing soft tissue injury was not included. Data were treated as left censored for specimens that sustained bony injury during the first test. Data were treated as interval sensored for specimens that underwent one or more subinjury tests prior to a test resulting in bony fracture. For this case, the subinjury test that yielded maximum axial force and acceleration was used for survival analysis and interval paired with the failure test. 
	Pairwise comparisons were also conducted between different groups to identify possible factors associated with changes in injury onset or patterns. Single factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to identify significant differences (p < 0.05) in peak force and acceleration based on sex, between specimens that sustained one versus multiple fractured vertebrae, and between specimens that sustained fracture at L1 only versus any other level. Linear regression analysis was used to identify statistically significant correlations (p < 0.05) between specimen donor age and peak force or acceleration. Single factor ANOVA was also used to identify significant differences (p < 0.05) in peak force and acceleration between specimens that sustained bony fracture during the first test and specimens that were exposed to multiple dynamic tests. 
	RESULTS
	The 23 specimens included in this study were subjected to a total of 38 tests. Pre‐test grading of specimen degeneration revealed that a majority of specimens had no degenerative changes of the intervertebral disc or joint space, and did not have bony osteophytes. Eight specimens had at least one intervertebral disc level with mild degenerative changes and two specimens had one intervertebral disc level with moderate degenerative changes. One specimen had a single level with mild joint space narrowing and five specimens had a two levels with mild or moderate joint space narrowing. Five specimens had between one and three vertebrae with small osteophytes and two specimens had two vertebrae with small or medium sized osteophytes. 
	Preflexion of the specimens decreased the Cobb angle by an average of 12.8 ± 7.3° to a final Cobb angle of 22.2 ± 12.5°. Seventeen specimens sustained bony injury. Ten specimens were left‐censored and the remaining seven specimens were interval‐censored. Six tests producing only soft tissue injury were excluded and the prior high acceleration test for that specimen was included as right censored data. During bony injury‐producing tests, acceleration rate of onset varied between 122 and 2,398 g/s, peak force varied between 3.8 and 7.9 kN, and peak acceleration varied between 11 and 57 g's (Table 1). 
	Injury Probability Curves
	Injury Documentation

	Peak force and acceleration were significant predictors of injury (p < 0.0001). Survival analysis demonstrated increasing risk for greater axial force and acceleration (Figs. 2 and 3). The force and acceleration with 95%CI at 10%, 50%, and 95% risk are presented in Table 2. The Normalized Confidence Interval Size (NCIS) for a selected probability, defined as 95% confidence interval width divided by mean value of the injury predictor at same selected probability, was used to measure tightness of fit.43 The lower fraction indicates a tighter fit to the mean risk curve. The NCIS for force at 10%, 50%, and 95% injury probability risk is presented in Table 2. Risk curves for peak axial force and acceleration were not significantly dependent on age and sex (p > 0.05). 
	/
	Figure 2 Injury probability curve using survival analysis for peak force. The plot shows the mean curve and 95% confidence intervals. 
	/
	Figure 3 Injury probability curve using survival analysis for acceleration. The figure shows the mean curve and 95% confidence intervals (CI). 
	Table 2. Lumbar Spine Injury Risks Based on Compressive Force and Acceleration, With 95% Confidence Interval Presented in Parentheses 
	95% Risk
	50% Risk
	10% Risk
	6.2 (5.3–7.3)
	4.5 (3.9–5.2)
	3.0 (2.1–4.2)
	Force (kN)
	20 (17–23)
	16 (13–19)
	12 (8–17)
	Acceleration (g)
	0.32
	0.30
	0.70
	NCIS, force
	0.34
	0.32
	0.71
	NCIS, acceleration
	Normalized Confidence Intervals Sizes (NCIS) for force and acceleration are also presented.
	Twenty‐six fractures were identified in the seventeen specimens. Fracture distribution included 13 fractures at L1, five at L2, three at L3, two at L4, and three at L5. Representative CT scans of each fracture type are presented in Figure 4. Seven specimens had fractures at L1 only (Group (1), and ten had fractures at multiple levels or levels L1–L5 (Group (2). Peak force and acceleration were 15.1% and 25.8% greater in Group 2 specimens (Figs. 5 and 6). The effect size was greater for force (Cohen's d: 0.80) than acceleration (Cohen's d: 0.63). These effect sizes were greatest of all groupwise comparisons. However, peak force and acceleration were not significantly different between groups. 
	/
	Figure 4 Images depicting fractures sustained by whole‐column lumbar spine specimens in this study. (A) Burst fracture affecting the L1 vertebral body. (B) Fracture of the pars interarticularis affecting the L3 vertebra. (C) Burst fracture affecting the L3 vertebral body and anterior compression fracture affecting the L2 vertebral body. (D) Chance fracture affecting the L1 vertebra. (E) Anterior compression fracture affecting the L1 vertebral body. (F) Endplate fracture affecting the superior endplate of the L1 vertebral body. 
	/
	Figure 5 Peak force was not significantly different (p > 0.05) based on sex (left; Cohen's d: 0.28), for tests producing injury at L1 only versus other levels (middle; Cohen's d: 0.80), or for tests producing injuries at only one versus multiple levels (right; Cohen's d: 0.69). 
	/
	Figure 6 Peak acceleration was not significantly different (p > 0.05) based on sex (left; Cohen's d: 0.31), for tests producing injury at L1 only versus other levels (middle; Cohen's d: 0.63), or for tests producing injuries at only one versus multiple levels (right; Cohen's d: 0.57). 
	Mean peak axial force was 9.3% greater for tests that produced multiple fractures compared to those that produced one fracture (Cohen's d: 0.69). Tests resulting in multiple fractures had 28% greater peak acceleration (Cohen's d: 0.57). However, peak force and acceleration were not significantly different (p > 0.05) between the two groups. Sex differences resulted in increased peak force (6%) and acceleration (17%) in male specimens, with smaller effect sizes (Cohen's d: 0.28 for force and 0.31 for acceleration). Those differences were not statistically significant. Similarly, linear regression analysis indicated that there were no significant correlations between age and peak force or acceleration. Finally, there were no significant differences between specimens that sustained injury during the first test and specimens that were exposed to multiple dynamic tests. 
	DISCUSSION
	The objectives of this study were to quantify lumbar spine injury tolerance during axial acceleration and identify factors affecting injury risk. Peak axial force (intrinsic) and peak vertical acceleration (extrinsic) were significant predictors of injury onset. The unique experimental model precludes comparison of acceleration‐based findings, although a number of experimental studies quantified lumbar spine injury tolerance in terms of compressive force. Those studies primarily incorporated three‐vertebra specimens, with the middle vertebra exposed to trauma12, 32, 33, 44, 45 or isolated vertebral bodies.12, 13 One study incorporating lumbar columns (T12‐L5) reported fractures at the level of fixation (T12), although tolerance was in line with present results.34 Dynamic experimental studies incorporating isolated vertebral bodies and short segments typically reported fracture forces that were greater than this study (5,542 ± 1,186 N) (Table 3). For vertebral bodies, this discrepancy likely arises from the fracture mechanism, which involves structural failure of the cortical shell. Compressive fracture in multi‐level specimens involves endplate failure associated with compressive loads transmitted through the nucleus. Compressive tolerance of the endplate is lower than that of the cortical shell14 because of its perpendicular orientation relative to applied loads and decreased thickness. Accordingly, peak compressive force for short segment models was only 9% greater than present findings. Smaller differences between fracture tolerance outlined in the current study from prior studies incorporating short segment models are more likely attributable to loading rate than segment length, given the consistency in fracture mechanism between long and short column models. Prior studies incorporating shorter segments generally employed weight drop models and electrohydraulic piston compressions at rates that exceeded the local compression rates for dynamic whole‐column tests in this study.13, 36
	Table 3. Summary of Dynamic Experimental Studies and Reported Injury Tolerance Values 
	Peak Force
	Exposed Level
	Model
	Year
	First Author
	9.7 ± 2.1 kN
	L4, L5
	Vertebral body
	2003
	Ochia
	9.0 ± 2.4 kN (lower rate, females)
	10.8 ± 3.1 kN (higher rate, females)
	L2–L4
	Vertebral body
	2015
	Stemper
	8.1 ± 2.3 kN (lower rate, males)
	8.9 ± 2.1 kN (higher rate, males)
	6.0–10.0 kN
	L1
	3‐vertebra
	1984
	Willen
	7.2 kN
	L1
	3‐vertebra
	1994
	Shono
	6.7 ± 2.0 kN(neutral)
	T12, L1
	3‐vertebra
	1995
	Panjabi
	6.2 ± 2.3 kN (pre‐flexed)
	5.3–6.8 kN
	T12
	3‐vertebra
	1995
	Kifune
	5.8 ± 1.8 kN
	L1
	3‐vertebra
	2002
	Langrana
	4.2 ± 1.7 kN
	Not specified
	3‐vertebra
	2002
	Ochia
	5.0–5.9 kN
	L1–L5
	Whole column
	2006
	Duma
	5.5 ± 2 kN
	L1–L5
	Whole column
	Present study
	Thoraco–lumbar injury risk curves were previously developed using this experimental model.46 The 50% risk of fracture was 3.4 kN for thoracic spines and 3.7 kN for thoracic and lumbar spines. Lumbar spine data presented above revealed a 50% risk of injury shifted further to the right (4.5 kN). Acknowledging different statistical methodologies, this study is consistent with previously published thoraco–lumbar data. These data demonstrate a trend of increasing dynamic injury tolerance from thoracic to lumbar spines. 
	Injury Patterns
	This study identified novel outcomes with regard to injury patterns by identifying trends of increasing force and acceleration for tests that produced injuries caudal to the L1 vertebra or at multiple spinal levels. Patterns with regard to acceleration have not been presented previously as a majority of studies incorporated fixed‐base experimental models with the application of compressive loads through impact at the cranial aspect.32, 34, 44, 45, 47, 48 Conversely, the unique experimental model incorporated in the current study recreated the cranially oriented load transfer associated with deceleration of the lumbar spine base while the simulated torso mass inertially loaded the specimen from the thoracolumbar junction.36 Likewise, identification of differing injury patterns is also novel and permitted by the use of full‐column lumbar specimens. A majority of prior work in this area has included short segment models that focus injury at a single spinal level32, 44, 45 and studies incorporating longer columns were not focused on outlining differences in injury pattern. Therefore, the current study provides useful biomechanical information with regard to injury outcomes that were clinically identified. A lack of statistically significant differences between groups (single vs. multiple injury or L1 vs. other levels) is likely more attributed to the somewhat limited sample size incorporated in this study. 
	A majority of fractures affected the cranial lumbar spine, with decreasing numbers at caudal levels. This outcome mirrors the injury distribution that occurs during high‐rate vertical loading across a variety of military environments,21 wherein a majority of injuries affected L1 with decreasing numbers caudally. Violent exposures produced more injuries in the caudal lumbar spine. Other studies demonstrated similar distributions.2 An explanation for this acceleration‐based injury pattern includes greater tolerance at caudal spinal levels,10, 49 wherein greater accelerations produced greater and earlier onset of peak forces that exceed lower lumbar spine tolerance. This study demonstrated a non‐significant trend of increasing peak force for injuries at caudal lumbar spinal levels. However, lumbar level‐dependent injury tolerance was not universally reported.13 Therefore, due to the modest increase in peak force and somewhat conflicting experimental evidence, the modulating factor for differing injury patterns in the lumbar spine may also be attributable to other mechanisms. 
	Another mechanism for caudal injury migration during high‐rate loading involves the incorporation of rigid body armor in military personnel that lowers the lordotic/kyphotic transition zone from the thoracolumbar junction to the lower lumbar spine.2 This explanation likely involves geometrical alignment and mass recruitment. Normal lumbar lordosis is not consistent from cranial to caudal extents. Rather, greater cephalad lordotic curvature gives way to a straighter cranial orientation.50 This natural orientation biomechanically protects the lower lumbar spine, whereas the upper region is oriented according to the stiffest axis,39 which explains why nearly 90% of spinal fractures affect the thoracolumbar junction.2 However, preflexion of the lumbar spine in this study, which removed the lordotic curvature of the lower while maintaining the straighter upper lumbar spine, predisposed the entire lumbar spine to fracture along the stiffest axis.17 This removed the cranial injury bias. 
	As lumbar spine straightening removed the injury bias from the thoracolumbar junction, injury location was then modulated by the rate of force application. Due to the relatively low contribution of the posterior elements in compression, the lumbar spine is essentially a series of rigid elements interconnected by viscoelastic discs with rate dependent properties. Axial forces act vertically against the torso reaction mass as the lumbar spine base is vertically accelerated/decelerated. However, the entire torso mass is not applied instantaneously due to the viscoelastic nature of the discs. Accordingly, increasing forces are transmitted up the lumbar spine until sufficient mass is recruited to exceed fracture tolerance. Rate‐dependent properties manifest as increasing stiffness for higher compressive loading rates.12, 13, 51 Therefore, the entire system stiffens at higher loading rates, mass is recruited more quickly, and fractures migrate caudally toward lower lumbar levels. However, this theory requires experimental or computational verification. 
	Identification of differences in lumbar spine injury patterns is relevant for military environments, wherein lower lumbar fractures are more common.2 Military vehicles are different from civilian and crash scenarios are more severe. Commonly encountered scenarios include aircraft ejection, helicopter crashes, and underbody blast exposure in ground‐based vehicles. Each of those loading scenarios has a component of high rate vertical acceleration. Aircraft ejection accelerations of 18 G with 250 G/s were established as the upper limit for aviator egress in the Advanced Concept Ejection Seat (ACES). One study that analyzed 298 crashes occurring in military helicopters indicated that mean vertical change in velocity was 4.3–16.0 m/s for all crashes and 3.5–8.8 m/s for survivable crashes.22 Seat pan accelerations measured during a full‐scale military helicopter crash test with similar vertical velocity (11.6 m/s) were 40 and 33 g's occurring over approximately 15 ms for the pilot and co‐pilot.52 Mean accelerations from this study (28 g) fit within that range, with fractures occurring at accelerations between 11 and 57 g. 
	Sex‐Based Differences
	Specimen sex was not a statistically significant predictor for injury onset, although male specimens demonstrated greater force and acceleration at fracture. However, the lack of statistically significant differences is not conclusive evidence that this factor is not significant for the population as a whole. This study was not specifically designed to investigate this factor and loading conditions were not matched between sexes, which likely contributed to this negative result. Sex‐based biomechanical differences were identified in a number of prior investigations. For example, lumbar vertebral bodies obtained from male donors had 19% greater ultimate force, although the difference did not attain statistical significance.13 A larger study incorporating 700 volunteers identified significantly greater estimated vertebral strength in males.53 Greater vertebral strength was attributed to increased cross‐sectional area (CSA). That finding is consistent with our prior study, which reported greater ultimate stress in female specimens despite greater ultimate force in males.13 We also reported a similar relationship for the physiologic response of thoracic disc segments.54 Male specimens had greater compressive stiffness and CSA, but lower compressive modulus. Given consistent findings of larger and stronger vertebrae in males along with some indication of greater material modulus in females, these differences warrant further investigation. 
	Limitations
	Experimental studies of spine biomechanics have often used follower loads to simulate the static compressive load on the lumbar spine due to the mass of the torso and static contraction of paraspinal muscles, which has been estimated to be as high as 500–1,000 N.55-57 Follower loads orient compressive forces along the line of the lordotic curvature and were shown to add stability to the lumbar spine and increase the bending and shear stiffness.58, 59 Other studies demonstrated that the compressive loading carrying capacity of the lumbar spine was increased to more physiologic levels when static forces were applied using follower loads.58 However, follower loads were not incorporated in the current study for two primary reasons. Firstly, cable guides consisting of small screws attached to the lateral aspects of the vertebral bodies would likely not hold up to the large forces generated during these dynamic experiments and repeated pull‐out of these screws would weaken the cortical shell and decrease compressive tolerance of the vertebral bodies. Secondly, suspension of the simulated torso mass using cables would likely pose a laboratory safety hazard as the experimental apparatus was decelerated at rates exceeding 50 g. To account for this, the current study incorporated a protocol that involved application of the torso mass using a weighted decoupled platform in contact with the cranial aspect of the specimen. All specimens were also oriented with 5 Nm of flexion prior to dynamic testing to prevent buckling during dynamic load application and ensure that compressive loads were applied along the line of the lumbar spine. Cobb angles were decreased by an average of 12.8 ± 7.3°, which produced a straighter spine, acknowledging that the axial line may have been somewhat forward of the vertically applied load. 
	Another possible limitation of the current experimental protocol could be the use of repeated dynamic tests in some specimens, whereas other specimens were only exposed to a single test. The intent of this protocol was to maximum specimen use and our prior studies have not identified remarkable changes in specimen biomechanical response attributable to repetitive and incremental dynamic exposures.40 Nonetheless, a relevant criticism is that multiple tests could weaken the biomechanical tolerance or alter other aspects of the biomechanical response. However, as shown in Table 1 and highlighted in the Results above, there was no significant difference in peak force or acceleration for specimens exposed to multiple dynamic tests versus specimens that sustained bony fracture during the initial exposure. Therefore, although not a comprehensive investigation, repeated incremental testing did not appear to remarkably alter specimen biomechanics or tolerance in this study. 
	CONCLUSION
	This study quantified axial tolerance of intact lumbar spines using an acceleration‐based experimental model. Axial force and peak acceleration were significant injury predictors. Lumbar spine injury risk curves were derived. Injured specimens were further categorized by affected spinal level with a majority affecting L1. Peak axial force and acceleration did not attain statistical significance for the level of injury, although the effect size for this comparison was the largest of all groupwise comparisons. Results contribute to the understanding of biomechanical tolerance and fracture pattern of lumbar spine injuries during dynamic axial loading. 
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